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Artists
Matisse:
breaking
records with
the female
figure, colour
and space
� The Fondation Beyeler’s
Matisse show, “Figure, Colour,
Space” (until 9 July), is breaking
all attendance records with
150,000 visitors to date, and
220,000 predicted by 23 July,
when the show closes—two
weeks later than originally
planned. The exhibition includes
a series of late cut-outs, including
the famous Nu Bleu I (1952),
bought by curator-dealer Hans
Beyeler in the 1950s, and a room
devoted to Matisse’s sensuous
paintings of red interiors. The
Beyeler Foundation has important
holdings of works by the French

painter, including seven key
works. The institution has bor-
rowed 150 pieces from museums
and private collectors for the
largest exhibition of the modern
painter’s work in Switzerland for
20 years.

The exhibition aims to show the
importance of the female figure to
Matisse and his experiments with
colour and form. “One of the inter-
esting things about Matisse is that
he works through themes, then
suddenly breaks into a completely
new way of working; he doesn’t
move in a straight line from the
figurative to the abstract,” says co-
curator Ulf Küster at the Beyeler
Foundation. “In the early decades
of the 20th century, his work was
quite abstract. Then, in the 1920s,
he moved to Nice and painted a
series of odalisques, which is a
very 19th-century subject matter.
Some of his fellow artists thought
he was a traitor at the time.” By the
time he was painting the red interi-
ors in the 1940s, the female figure
is used as a decorative device, a
semi-abstract form, no more or
less important than the carpet or
the wallpaper. Jane Morris

Francis Alÿs: subverting art
market mechanisms and foxing
visitors

� Fans of Francis Alÿs will
not be disappointed by the
Belgian-born artist’s show at
the Schaulager (until 24
September). As with many
of his works, Alÿs’ exhibi-
tion “Sign Painting Project,”
created between 1993 and
1997, is deeply rooted in the
street culture of Mexico
City, where the artist has
lived for almost two
decades. The central charac-
ter of the show is a man in a
grey suit, whom Alÿs places
in a series of surreal situa-
tions with overtones remi-
niscent of Magritte.

Alÿs first created sketches
on tracing paper, then sutured them using cellophane tape to create com-
posites that he then rendered into small oil paintings. In the final stage, he
took these paintings to the city’s corps of street-sign painters, known as
rotulistas, commissioning larger copies from them which were then sold
through his galleries without any indication whether he or a rotulista paint-
ed them. 

The project shows up a paradox: Alÿs’ preparation work is minutely
documented in display cases throughout the exhibition, creating a show in
which nothing is hidden about the process involved in their creation—
except of course the crucial question of authorship, precisely the point of
Alÿs’ deliberate bid to subvert the market’s mechanisms. Marc Spiegler

Daniel
Richter: dark
materials
� An exhibition of 15 works by
Daniel Richter at the Museum
für Gegenwartskunst (until 24
September) reveals the German
artist’s blend of history painting
and post-apocalyptic society in
all of its full hallucinatory glory.
Some of his best known pieces,
including the haunting Tarifa of
2001 (detail below) that shows a
ghoulish huddle of figures seek-
ing illegal passage to Spain on a

sagging dinghy, hang alongside
2006 works such as the seething
composition of Captain Jack and
Lonely Old Slogan. Like an evil
twin of Scottish artist Peter
Doig, Richter tackles cock fight-
ing, police brutality and even an
albino gorilla in a wheelchair
with immense skill and confi-
dence. However, if his acidic
palette and gothic subject matter
prove too fierce then the concur-
rent exhibition of works from the
Emanuel-Hoffmann collection is
also worth a look, especially for
two, perfectly-formed mini
shows of pieces by US artists
John Baldessari and Andrea
Zittel. Ossian Ward

Hans Holbein
part I: the
Basel years
� “Hans Holbein the Younger” at
the Kunstmuseum is a reminder
that old masters were once cut-
ting edge. Curator Christian
Müller says that his research for
this exhibition has emphasised
Holbein’s skill in drawing view-
ers right into his pictures, epito-
mised by the perspective of his
Dead Christ. Mr Müller recently
discovered that the painting was
originally placed high up in the
Amerbach chapel of Basel’s
Carthusian monastery, so that the
stretched-out figure seemed to
loom over the viewer. 

Basel is the only place that
could have mounted such an ambi-
tious Holbein retrospective, as it
owns by far the greatest part of the
artist’s surviving oeuvre, much of

it collected by the Amerbach fami-
ly and donated to the museum in
1661, and there are also loans from
museums in Europe and America.
Altogether there are 40 paintings,
100 drawings, and a number of
prints on view, representing nearly
all of Holbein’s art made in Basel,
where the artist worked from 1515
until 1532.

Key works include the
Oberried Altar from the cathedral
at Freiburg im Breisgau, which
was recently conserved, the
Solothurn Madonna and the
Darmstadt Madonna, which
recently went on long-term loan
from the Hessen family to the
Stadël in Frankfurt. The show
runs until 2 July and is followed
up by an exhibition at Tate
Britain, “Holbein in England”,
from 28 September to 7 January.
Martin Bailey

Afluid stream
of ideas: Jan
Christensen
� In his first major museum show,
at the Kunsthaus Baselland (until
2 July), Danish artist Jan
Christensen has taken drawings,
and magazine clippings from a
sketchbook he has kept over the
past two years, to create large-

scale painted installations. In the
work Even More Titles for Which I
Don’t Know What to Make (2006),
Christensen’s spontaneous jot-
tings—personal thoughts and
lyrics from songs—are superim-
posed over pop art paintings on
self-standing boards. 

Each group of paintings in the
installation examines unrelated
subject matter, from art shown at
the Whitney Biennial to images of
Muslim militia taken from Time
magazine. Explaining the dis-
jointed feel of the piece,

Christensen says: “I didn’t install
it with a fixed message in mind.
It’s more a stream of conscious-
ness.” 

The final work in the installa-
tion is a video projection of a blue
screen with the words “no signal”.
This is not a technical error but
the artist’s final criticism of art,
authorship and his own appropria-
tion of images. “You get to the
end and it can make you feel
empty. It makes you think: ‘there
is no input’,” says Christensen. 
Helen Stoilas




